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Executive Summary

US Economy in a Snapshot is a quarterly publicatiоn produced by the CEIC Macroeconomic Research
Team. The report is designed to provide a comprehensive, albeit concise overview of the current economic
and ﬁnancial developments. The US Economy in a Snapshot report is produced using data from CEIC's
Global Database.
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Executive Summary

Summary
Real gross domestic product (GDP) declined by an annualized 4.8% q/q in Q4 2019, after increasing by 2.1% in
the fourth quarter of 2019.
The ﬁgure is an advance estimate and the Bureau of Economic Analysishas indicated it does not quantify the
full effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Industrial production has continued to underperform, with the
corresponding index (IPI) posting a 5.5% y/y decline in March.
Headline inﬂation, measured by the Urban Consumer Price Index (CPI), increased only slightly, by 0.45% in
Q1In fact, the prices of basic commodities, decreased into the ﬁrst few weeks of 2020 and future Federal
Reserve moves will remain highly dependent on inﬂation readings.
The Federal Reserve lowered its federal funds rate twice in March from 1.75% to 0.25% to guarantee
suﬃcient market liquidity amid the economic uncertainty caused by the Covid-19 outbreak. The Fed has
furthermore announced there is no limit on additional ﬁnancing to the economy with its balance sheet
growing by USD 600 billion in the last week of March.
The total Q1 ﬁscal deﬁcit stood at just shy of USD 387bn, which was higher than the Q4 2019 deﬁcit of USD
356.6 bn. Total Q1 federal government receipts stood at USD 797.01bn, rising by 8.28% y/y, and total Q1
federal government outlays were USD 1,18tn, an increase of 6.83% y/y. The US government continued to
borrow heavily from the public, driving federal debt upwards.
The total US trade deﬁcit in goods decreased in the ﬁrst two months of 2020 mainly due to the fall in global
trade volume since the beginning of the Covid-19 crisis. The US’ main trading partners, China, Germany, Japan
and neighbouring Mexico and Canada were all running surpluses on their bilateral goods trade with the US.
The exception was the UK, which ran a deﬁcit. The trade deﬁcit with China narrowed sharply due to the fall in
imports.
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Economic Outlook
The US economy in Q1 2020 was strongly affected by the effects of the coronavirus crisis causing simultaneous
supply and demand shocks affecting consumer demand, investment plans, export sales and employment.
Following a relatively calm ﬁrst few weeks of the year, the disease emerged in the US in mid-February, turning
NewYork into one of the most infected areas worldwide. Donald Trump’s calls for a gradual reopening of the
economy came up against tough opposition from the health community given there have been 48,816 dead
and 899,281 infected with the disease as of April26. The total shutdown has cost the economy more than 20
million jobs in the four weeks through to April 17 and has increased the uncertainty over workers’ incomes.
The CEIC Leading Indicator is pointing to a clear path downwards for the US economy. The main indicator
plummeted to 40.16 in March from 100.07 in February, while the smoothed one decreased to 69.47 in March
from 80.28 in February.
The Covid-19 outbreak has changed US growth projections and consequently the IMF has also lowered its
expectations, with the annual GDP growth rate now projected to be -5.9% for 2020. Unemployment, which
declined through to the end of Q4 2019, has increased sharply due to the large number of job cuts. Asof March
28, 2020, 8.9mn people have ﬁled unemployment claims in the second half of March, compared to only 452
thousand in the ﬁrst half of the month. Inﬂation was slightly above 2% y/y in the ﬁrst two months of 2020 but
fell below that level to 1.5% y/y in March. The period of US dollar relative strength continued in Q1 2020 as the
dollar index increased by 0.9%m/m and 2.76% q/q in March. Dollar strength will probably continue further into
2020.
The main risks to the US economy are related to the worldwide response to the Covid-19 outbreak. Despite some
positive developments in terms of slowing death rates among infected people, the numbers are volatile and it is
still hard to predict when the peak of the disease will occur, or indeed whether the decline in infections and
deaths can be maintained as the economic lockdown is eased. Comparatively, the US-China trade negotiations
have lost importance, as the focus is on providing emergency relief to combat the pandemic and gradually
reopening the US economy. Stock market indices have been volatile and overly responsive to every news related
to up or down moves of infection rates. The Dow Jones, Nasdaqand S&P500 lost 25.95%, 11.86% and 21.33% in
Q1, respectively. Further macroeconomic and stock market developments will strongly depend on how fast the
economy returns to normal.
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Real Sector

Real Sector
Asexpected, real GDP nosedived in the ﬁrst quarter of 2020, declining at an annual rate of 4.8% according to
the advance estimate. The sudden drop in economic activity had been expected in view of the response to the
spread of the coronavirus pandemic, with the US State governments issuing “stay-at-home” orders in March.
The decline in real GDP reﬂected negative contributions from personal consumption expenditures (which
declined at an annualised 7.6% q/q), non-residential ﬁxed investment (down 8.6%), goods and services exports
(by 8.7%, with services falling by 21.5%), and private inventory investment (or stock building). There were
positive contributions from residential ﬁxed investment (rising at an annualised 21% q/q), a steep contraction
in goods and services imports (by 15.3%) and from government spending at the federal, state and local levels
despite sharply lower growth of defence spending.
The industrial production index (IPI) declined by 0.9% y/y in January but in March it plunged by 5.5% y/y. The
consumer goods sub-index took a steep dive in March, falling by 6.3% y/y. So did the equipment component,
declining by 10.4%. The intermediate products sub-index and the materials sub-index fell by 5.2% y/y and 3.7%
y/y in March, respectively. In view of the worsening situation in March the Federal Reserve lowered the target
range for its federal funds rate by 100 basis points to between zero and 0.25% and pledged a no-limit asset
purchase programme to inject cash into banks, involving both government bonds and corporate debt. The Fed
also took action to provide an additional USD 2.3tn to assist households and employers of all sizes.
Retail sales rose in January by 4.8% y/y but began falling sharply in March by 3.8% y/y due to the Covid-19
outbreak leading to shop closures and a slump in consumer demand, and the short-term outlook remains
negative. The Johnson Redbook Sales Index, which measures the weekly sales of about 9,000 large
merchandise retailers across the US, grew by between 4.80% and 9.10% y/y in each week during Q1. The
strongest sales periods were the second and third week of March, just before Covid-19 took hold in the US.
The strong and mass job cuts will show through, however, as consumer spending begins to feel the effects of
higher unemployment and lower pay. Indeed, the Johnson Redbook Index for the ﬁrst week of Aprildeclined by
2% and by 6.9% in the ﬁrst two weeks of April.
The US economy lost momentum in the latter half of Q1 due to the Covid-19 outbreak with the unemployment
rate coming off its 24-month low in Q4 2019. The March unemployment rate stood at 4.50%, up from 3.50% in
February. The unemployment rate is higher among part-time and lower age workers. Weeklyjobless claims
were below 250,000 in all weeks from the beginning of the year to the Covid-19 outbreak in the third week of
March. Since the last week of March through to mid-Apriljobless claims have topped 3mn in each of those
weeks, bringing the total number of unemployment applications to over 26mn since the beginning of the
pandemic. Since the peak of the outbreak lies ahead, it is to be expected there will be several more weeks of
jobless claims of a few million each, before the slowdown ensues. Averagehourly earnings kept increasing in
the ﬁrst two months of Q1 as in the last two quarters of 2019, at rates close to inﬂation. The sudden peak in
jobless claims could bring average hourly earnings down temporarily until the job market recovers.
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Construction production increased in January by 8.66% y/y, and in February by 7.78% y/y. Meanwhile, the house
price index increased in January and February by 5.4% y/y and by 5.7%, respectively. The housing market index
remained relatively unchanged, pointing slightly downward in Q1, but stumbling to 30 in April from 72 in March,
as the market felt the full impact of the mass j ob cuts following the Covid-19 outbreak. The interruption to the
housing market will likely lead to price falls, which may continue until the economy recovers.
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Monetary and Financial Sector
Inﬂation measured by the Core CPI indicator remained close to 2.5% in the ﬁrst three months of 2020. The CPI
slowed down to 1.5% in March 2020 from 2.5% in January 2020. The Federal Reserve undertook two
signiﬁcant rate cuts in March, slashing the Federal funds rate by 1.50pp to a range of 0.25% - 0% in response
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The Producer Price Index (PPI), which is an early indicator of consumer price inﬂation, remained below 1.5% in
March and April on a y/y basis.
The prime lending rate declined to 3.81% in March, after remaining at 4.75% between Novemberand February.
Price indices indicate that inﬂation has remained within the Fed’s prescribed limits with the negative readings
caused mainly by the sudden shock in demand due to the crisis. So far the Fed has responded appropriately
using the monetary tools at its disposal, including the creation of several new facilities to promote the ﬂow of
credit to businesses and lowering interest rates, which are likely to remain low for the foreseeable future.
The dollar remained strong against other major currencies in the ﬁrst two months of 2020 but gained in
strength especially in March as the crisis magniﬁed. The dollar index, measuring the strength of the dollar
against a basket of major currencies, increased by 5.36% overall since the beginning of March until April26,
2020, but it peaked in the second week of March, when it rose by 8.48% in just two weeks. This can be largely
explained by the role of the dollar as a reserve currency, which has kept its attractiveness despite the US
being strongly affected by the outbreak of the disease. Foreign exchange movements will strongly depend on
Covid-19 developments. In the case of a slow return to normality over several months and the slow recovery
of demand and GDP growth, the US dollar is likely to depreciate slightly against other major currencies, as
risk aversion eases, and in view of narrow interest rate differentials. The re-establishment of a larger growth
differential between the US and other developed economies which existed in 2018 and 2019, however, would
justify a strong dollar continuing.
The monetary base increased by 13.32% as of end-March 2020 compared with December 2019. With an
increase in demand and savings deposits at banks, and investments in institutional money market and retail
market funds, total deposits stood at USD 13.9tn as of March, up 10.20% y/y. Deposits have jumped,
especially in March compared to February, by 4.12% m/m. In January and February, the commercial banks
were gradually increasing their asset base in line with continuing GDP expansion. Cash balances and security
holdings of banks increased compared to Q4 2019, and commercial portfolios expanded gradually. In March,
borrowing by companies peaked due to the sudden shock and the demand for reﬁnancing outstanding
obligations. March mortgage-backed loans also increased by 2.90% m/m. Consumer loans, such as credit
card and automobile loans, dropped in February and March due to the unwillingness of banks to reﬁnance
consumer-related obligations amid high income uncertainty and the lack of a Fed-supported facility that
redirects funds directly to consumers. The allowance for loan losses remained close to the previous quarter’s
levels. However, allowance levels are likely to change further into the year and will have to be re-examined
later in 2020. Taking on board the signiﬁcant ﬁnancing provided to the banking system and the economy
through the Fed’s funding facilities, a major shock to the banking system appears unlikely.
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The US stock markets suffered a large-scale correction in Q1 2020 due to the outbreak of the Covid-19
infection. US stock market indices have outperformed their European and Asiancounterparts over the past
several years but entered bear market territory at the beginning of March due to the sharply worsening
prospects for the global economy. From its peak reached on February 19, 2020, the S&P 500 fell by 33.93% to
2237.40 points as of the market close on March 23. For the same period, the Dow Jonesand Nasdaqlost 36.65%
and 30.12%, respectively. Since then these stock markets have recovered a little of their losses with the disease
seemingly peaking and governments announcing plans to gradually ease the lockdowns. International trade
issues have become less important for share price movements relative to the virus-related events. Withvalues
depressed, and volatility increased, investor returns will greatly depend on the ability to pick undervalued
stocks showing the greatest potential for post-pandemic recovery gains.
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Fiscal Sector
The total level of US indebtedness is still rising, with two of the most recent developments - tax cuts and tariff
hikes failing to alter the overall picture substantially, leaving US federal debt high both as a percentage of GDP
and in nominal terms. The federal government budget was in deﬁcit in all three months of Q1 2020, resulting
in a total Q1 deﬁcit of USD 387bn which was higher than the Q4 2019 deﬁcit of USD 356.6bn. Total Q1 federal
government receipts stood at USD 797.01bn, increasing by 8.28% y/y, while total Q1 federal government outlays were
USD 1,184.0bn, rising by 6.83% y/y.
The US government continued to borrow heavily from the public in Q1 2020, with US Federal debt standing at
USD 23.69 trillion as of the end of March 2020, up 7.53% y/y. Proceeds from public borrowings went mainly to
increase operating cash and reduce other borrowings. 10-year treasury yields dropped to record lows after the
Covid-19 outbreak in February, reaching levels below 0.80%. Amid the widespread closure of businesses, the
government and Senate agreed on an unprecedented USD 2.3tn cash injection to businesses and ‘revenuepinched’ state governments as of the end of March, which will increase the overall debt burden for several
quarters. This includes the Payroll Protection Program and other measures aimed at providing money to small
businesses with total annual revenue below USD 2.5bn, while bolstering municipal ﬁnances with a USD 500bn
lending programme. Larger businesses are to qualify for a USD 600bn lending vehicle, whereby the Fed
purchases 95% of the loans through a Special Purpose Vehicle created together with the Treasury Department.
Aside from the additional burden created by the crisis, net government borrowing on an annual basis is forecast
to continue rising at a constant pace over the coming two years. Federal and state government debt, the larger
share of which is federal government debt, has been gradually increasing in the past decade, and last year was
no exception. The largest share of this debt has a maturity longer than one year. Central government borrowing
is forecast to increase US government debt by 5.61% in 2020, and by an additional 4.67% in 2021. Most of this
debt is to be held by the public which has not lost its appetite for US bonds and bills. Considering the continuing
solid macroeconomic performance of the US economy (the pandemic notwithstanding), and investors’
voracious appetite for US issuance, as indicated by relatively low yields on government securities, the US level
of indebtedness is still not a major cause of concern.
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The US has been running high trade and current account deﬁcits over the past 20 years, mainly ﬁnanced
through capital inﬂows. The total US trade deﬁcit in goods for the ﬁrst two months of 2020 decreased by
12.74% y/y to USD 113.66bn, mainly due to the fall in global trade turnover since the beginning of the
Covid-19 crisis.
Most of the US’ main trading partners, China, Germany, Japan, and neighbouring Mexico and Canada, were all
running relatively large surpluses on bilateral trade with the US. The UK is the exception, which recorded a
trade deﬁcit. The largest trade partner by far is China, which is also running the largest trade surplus with the
US, totalling USD 41.06bn as of the ﬁrst two months of 2020, though it fell by 30.68% compared with the
same period in 2019 due to the large drop in imports. The drop in imports was caused by two Covid-19
related developments. First, the pandemic led to the closing of numerous production facilities in China during
the beginning of the outbreak in January, some of which sell to the US. Second, it affected US internal
demand which also pushed down imports and is likely to keep them low for the foreseeable future. The US
quarterly trade deﬁcit with China is likely to return to average levels as the US economy returns to growth. In
Q2 and Q3 trade turnover between the US and China is more likely to be affected by Covid-19 developments
and less by issues related to trade negotiations.
The US trade balance with other major trade partners did not change to such a great extent. The US ran
deﬁcits with Germany and Japan, which shrank slightly in y/y terms due to the Covid-19 effect on US
consumer demand. The January-February trade deﬁcit with Japan stood at USD 10.03bn, down 14.14% y/y,
while the trade deﬁcit with Germany for the same period stood at USD 9.50bn, down 6.97%. The trade balance
with the UK was positive, much like in Q4 2019, at USD 3.11bn, up 22.21% compared with the same period in
2019. The UK is likely to grow as a more important trade partner now that it has moved away from the EU.
These developments, however, will depend on a trade deal.
US trade with neighbouring countries behaved somewhat differently than trade with China. While trade
turnover decreased in line with global trade turnover, the US ran much larger trade deﬁcits with Canada and
Mexico in the ﬁrst two months of 2020 compared with the same period in 2019. The trade deﬁcit with Canada
grew by 148.38% y/y to USD 5.28bn, and the trade deﬁcit with Mexico was up by 102.72% to USD 27.77bn.
This probably reﬂected a shift in markets to source some of the imports lost from China and is to be considered
a temporary effect. In general, it should be expected that the slowdown in economic activity will keep US
trade turnover lower than average for some time.
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